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by Gabriele Pellegrini alias TheKeeper
Fair ? 7
Good ? 8
Very good ? 9
Excellent ? 10

CHARACTER’S CREATION
Tha first step in order to create your character is to
describe him. Write on a piece of paper who is him, his
profession, how he looks and his habilities. This
description can help you to better individualize your
character’s features.

Choice of trait
With the help of the description you have written,
choose 10 traits as indicated below:

Traits
In GUS every character (pc) is described by a list of
traits; these traits include features, qualities and
abilities. It’s up to you, in accordance with your
Narrator, decide what traits your character has got.

??
??
??
??

Every trait belongs to one of these categories:

write on your paper a trait with value of 10
write on your paper 2 traits with value of 9
write on your paper 3 traits with value of 8
write on your paper 4 traits with value of 7

NOTE: among these traits is advisable for you to
choose one that is linked to vital energy. Some
examples can be: Resistance to pain, Strength,
Constitution, Will-power etc.

- basic traits : they refer to those characteristics,
qualities or abilities that everyone has without training
or studying.
These features have values that range from 6 to
infinity.
- training traits : they refer to those characteristics,
qualities or abilities that need a training or a study to
be used. They have values that range from 0 to infinity.

Vital energy
Multiply the trait associated to vital energy by 2. If
you don’t have chosen any trait of this group, your vital
energy score will be 12 (6x2=12). Every time that your
character has been wounded, he’ll loses vital energy; at
zero or less score he’ll faint or he’ll be dying. If the
character gets to –10 is dead.

This distinction can be useful when your character has
to use a trait which hasn’t been given him in the
creation phase.
For example if you didn’t choose the run trait for your
pc, this doesn’t mean that he can’t use this trait:
everybody can run.
Your pc can utilize this trait with value of 6 (in fact
running is a basic trait).
On the other hand with the astronomy trait you must
already have it because it is a training trait.

USE OF TRAITS
When you want to use a trait, you have to cast 2d6
and to add up figures. Then add the value of trait you
have used to this result.
The use of the trait will be successful if the final result
(2d6+trait value) will be higher,or the same, than the
level of difficulty established by the Narrator.

For traits improvement you can look at “Experience
and Improvement”.
Some examples of traits: Strength, Agility, Use of
swords, Use of pistols, Running, Intelligent, Martial
arts, Climbing, Dodging, Parrying with sword, Making
weapons, etc.

In order to help the Narrator we suggest the chart
below about difficulties. If we have abilities in
comparison (as in fighting), it is possible to give a
malus:
Difficulty
Easy
Normal
Difficult
Hard
Impossible

Descriptive values of traits
To help players in better interpreting theirown
character, look at the chart below in which we reported
descriptive values associated to every value of trait.
Very bad ? 2
Inferior ? 3 - 4
Lacking ? 5
Poor ? 6

Heroic ? 21 - 30
Mythical ? 31 - 40
Divine ? 41 or more

Sublime ? 11
Superior ? 12
Extraordinary ? 13 - 16
Superhuman ? 17 - 20

value
12
14
16
18
20

malus
+2
0
-2
-4
-6

Multiple or combined use of traits
It can happen that in your turn you want to use two or
more traits together, or the same trait more times.
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If the Narrator says that you can do it, you ‘ll get a
malus equal to the number of trait you are using for
every challenge on these traits.
For example if you want to jump and shoot at the same
time, you’ll get a malus of -2 to the casts of jumping
and shooting.

NOTE: the Narrator should not abuse this rule against
players’ characters; as it happens in movies, usually
enemies rarely take sight.

Weapons
Here we have some examples of weapons. The range
of weapons is expressed in metres and it is considered
as average; for every 50% of range increment, you
have a malus of –1 in the use of the trait.

Excellent or bad use of traits
When in using a trait you get a double 6 it means that
you have used the trait in a excellent way and so you
have passed the situation for every level of difficult it
has. When you obtain a double 1, on the contrary, it
means that you have used the trait in a bad way and so
you have failed the situation although it has been of an
easy level. In each of these cases write on your sheet
1 point of experience (see at “Experience &
Improvement”).

Hand-to-hand
-naked hands attack: disparity+1
-martial arts: (disparity x 2)+1
Sidearms
-daggers, sticks, hatchets: 1d6 (+2 to traits of attack)
-swords,axes, clubs, iron bars, lances: 2d6
-broadswords, big axes, hammers: 4d6 (-2 to traits of
attack), with two hands
Throw-weapons
-sling: 1d6+2, range 30
-bow, crossbow: 2d6, with two hands, range 50
Fire-arms
-pistols: 2d6+2, from 5 to 12 shots, range 50
-guns: 2d6, with two hands, from 4 to 20 shots, range
100, (+1 to traits of attack)
-shotgun: 2d6, with two hands, from 6 to 8 shots, range
25, (+2 to traits of attack)
-double-barrelled gun: 2d6+2d6, 2 shots, range 25 (+2
to traits of attack)
-assault rifle: 3d6, two hands, 30 shots, range 100
-bazooka: 6d6, two hands, single shot, reloading 4
turns, range 500, (+1 to traits of attack)

FIGHTING
When a fighting takes place, every pc states what trait
he wants to use; who has the trait with the most high
value begins first. If two or more competitors have the
same value, they have to cast 1d6 to establish who has
to begin first.
Who attacks has to choose one of his own traits of
attack, who has to defend oneself chooses a trait of
defence. Who obtains the best result wins; if the
winner is who attacks, we have the difference (or
disparity) between his throw (2d6+trait value) and that
one of the defending pc, and we add it to the damage
caused by the weapon (see the chapter “Arms”).
If the defending pc owns an armour, he has to
substract the value of the armour from the total
damages; this last value represents the suffered woundpoints, which have to be substracted from the vital
energy. If a single attack causes more than half of
wound-points, you have to cast on the trait linked to the
physical energy not to faint.

Armours
-no armour: 0 (+1 to traits of defence)
-very light armour: 1d3
-light armour: 1d6 (-1 to traits of defence)
-normal armour: 2d6 (-2 to traits of defence)
-heavy armour: 3d6 (-3 to traits of defence)
-little shield: 1
-normal shield: 3 (-1 to traits of defence)
-big shield: 5 (-2 to traits of defence)

Aim strokes (optional rule)
In GUS we consider that every stroke is straight to the
trunk, but is also possible, on the discretion of the
Narrator, to aim at other parts of the body. To hit
arms, head, or legs you have to cast on a trait of fight
with difficult difficulty (-2), to hit secondary parts like
hands, forearms, feet etc, you have to cast with hard
difficulty (-4). Finally in order to hit body details like
fingers, eyes etc, it needs a throw with impossible
difficulty (-6).
When somebody hits your head or you hit somebody’s
head, substract the value of the eventual armour (e.g.
helmet) and double the damages that remain.
For limbs (legs and arms) you have to halve the
damages that perforate the armour.
When somebody hurts your arms is always necessary
to cast on a trait linked to resistance or to strenght not
to let fall the eventual arm that you have.
When somebody hits your legs, you have to do the
same cast not to fall to the ground.

EXPERIENCE & IMPROVEMENT
You can improve the value of your traits adding
experience-points.
You gain an experience-point every time that you
obtain a double 1 or a double 6 in using traits.
Other experience-points will be awarded to you by
your Narrator at the end of every adventure in base of
your game qualities (it is advisable a minimum of 1
and a maximum of 6 points).
To increase a trait of 1 point you have to use a total of
experience-points equal to the value of that trait.
NOTE: in the complete rules of GUS (GUS plus) you
can find other methods of experience-points
assignation.
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Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.5
You are free:
?? to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work

Under the following conditions:

Attribution. You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the
author or licensor.

Noncommercial. You may not use this work for commercial purposes.

No Derivative Works. You may not alter, transform, or build upon this
work.

?? For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this work.
?? Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder.

Your fair use and other rights are in no way affected by the above.
This is a human-readable summary of the Legal Code (the full license):
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.5/legalcode
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Creative Commons

Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.5
CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL
SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT
RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS.
CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, AND
DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS USE.
License
THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS
PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER
APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR
COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.
BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE
BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED
HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
1. Definitions
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

"Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work
in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and
independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective
Work will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.
"Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such
as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording,
art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed,
or adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for
the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound
recording, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be
considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License.
"Licensor" means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this License.
"Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.
"Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.
"You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the
terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to
exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use, first
sale or other limitations on the exc lusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable laws.
3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,
royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the
Work as stated below:
a.

to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work
as incorporated in the Collective Works;
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to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a
digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above rights
include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and
formats, but otherwise you have no rights to make Derivative Works. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are
hereby reserved, including but not limited to the rights set forth in Sections 4(d) and 4(e).
4. Restrictions.The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following
restrictions:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the
terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License
with every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly
digitally perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this
License or the recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You
must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not
distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological
measures that control access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this License
Agreement. The above applies to the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the
Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this License. If You create a
Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the
Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(c), as requested.
You may not exercise any of the rights granted to You in Section 3 above in any manner that is primarily
intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation. The exchange of the
Work for other copyrighted works by means of digital file-sharing or otherwise shall not be considered to be
intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation, provided there is no
payment of any monetary compensation in connection with the exchange of copyrighted works.
If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work, You must keep
intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i)
the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii) if the Original Author
and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for
attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable means, the name of such
party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; and to the extent reasonably practicable, the Uniform
Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not
refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work. Such credit may be implemented in any
reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will
appear where any other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such
other comparable authorship credit.
For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition:
i.
Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor reserves the exclusive right to collect,
whether individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for
the public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work if that performance is
primarily intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation.
ii.
Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor reserves the exclusive right to collect,
whether individually or via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency),
royalties for any phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to
the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in
other jurisdictions), if Your distribution of such cover version is primarily intended for or directed
toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation.
Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound
recording, Licensor reserves the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights
society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject
to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other
jurisdictions), if Your public digital performance is primarily intended for or directed toward commercial
advantage or private monetary compensation.

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer
UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS THE
WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE
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WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE
PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO
NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO
YOU.
6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT
WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE
OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
7. Termination
a.

b.

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the
terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Collective Works from You under this
License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full
compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.
Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the
applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work
under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such
election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted
under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as
stated above.

8. Miscellaneous
a.

b.

c.
d.

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, the Licensor offers to
the recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this
License.
If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity
or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this
agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid
and enforceable.
No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or
consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.
This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There
are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor
shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This
License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty whatsoever in connection with the Work.
Creative Commons will not be liable to You or any party on any legal theory for any damages whatsoever, including
without limitation any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising in connection to this license.
Notwithstanding the foregoing two (2) sentences, if Creative Commons has expressly identified itself as the Licensor
hereunder, it shall have all rights and obligations of Licensor.
Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the Work is licensed under the CCPL, neither party will
use the trademark "Creative Commons" or any related trademark or logo of Creative Commons without the prior
written consent of Creative Commons. Any permitted use will be in comp liance with Creative Commons' then-current
trademark usage guidelines, as may be published on its website or otherwise made available upon request from time to
time.
Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/.
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